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Abstract
Tour itinerary recommendation involves planning a sequence of relevant Point-of-Interest (POIs), which
combines challenges from the fields of both Operations Research (OR) and Recommendation Systems
(RS). As an OR problem, there is the need to maximize a certain utility (e.g., popularity of POIs in the
tour) while adhering to some constraints (e.g., maximum time for the tour). As a RS problem, it is heavily
related to problem or filtering or ranking a subset of POIs that are relevant to a user and recommending it
as part of an itinerary. In this paper, we explore the use of language models for the task of tour itinerary
recommendation and planning. This task has the unique requirement of recommending personalized
POIs relevant to users and planning these POIs as an itinerary that satisfies various constraints. We
discuss some approaches in this area, such as using word embedding techniques like Word2Vec and GloVe
for learning POI embeddings and transformer-based techniques like BERT for generating itineraries.
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1. Introduction

The tour itinerary recommendation is a popular and challenging problem, with significant
impact for tourism and other domains such as transportation and logistics [1]. The tour itinerary
recommendation problem has garnered immense interest in both academia and industry. This
problem contains both aspects of an recommendation problem as well as a planning problem.
From the recommendation perspective, there are elements of top-K item recommendation and
learning to rank, where we aim to recommend a subset of most relevant POIs to a user in the form
of an itinerary. From the operation research perspective, it is akin to a constrained optimization
problem, where we need to maximize the utility that a user obtains from the planned itinerary
while ensuring that the itinerary adheres to certain time and location constraints.

In this paper, we discuss the tour itinerary recommendation problem from both perspectives
of a recommendation and operation research problem, particularly on how recent advances on
natural language processing have advanced research in this area. In particular, we discuss how
language models have been adapted for the task of tour itinerary recommendation such as how
word embedding techniques like Word2Vec and GloVe are used for POI representation learning
and transformer-based models like BERT are used for next POI and itinerary recommendation.
Figure 1 provides an overview of potential applications of such a framework.
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Figure 1: Application of Language Models for Tour Recommendation, including (a) Representation
of POIs and Itineraries as Words and Sentences; (b) Feeding of inputs in the form of (a) into various
language models; (c) Potential outputs and downstream applications.

2. Tour Itinerary Recommendation Problem

There are various variants of the tour itinerary recommendation and a popular formulation is
based on the Orienteering problem [2, 3], which we briefly discuss.

Given a set of POIs 𝑃 , our main objective is to plan for a tour itinerary 𝑇 = (𝑝1, ..., 𝑝𝑁 ) that:

𝑀𝑎𝑥

𝑃∑︁
𝑝𝑖

𝑃∑︁
𝑝𝑗

𝑥𝑝𝑖,𝑝𝑗𝑆𝑢(𝑝𝑖) (1)

where 𝑥𝑝𝑖,𝑝𝑗 = 1 is the itinerary includes a travelling path from POI 𝑝𝑖 to 𝑝𝑗 , and 𝑥𝑝𝑖,𝑝𝑗 = 0
otherwise. 𝑆𝑢(𝑝𝑖) is the utility score that a user 𝑢 benefits from based on this tour itinerary 𝑇 .

Variants of this problem differ in various aspects, mainly in terms of the definition of the
utility score used and the types of constraints being implemented. For example, the utility
score is typically a global score such as POI popularity for the OR community, while a more
personalized interest or relevance score is used for the RS community. Similarly, the two
communities might differ in terms of the type and range of constraints from simple ones such
as having a fixed number of POIs in a tour itinerary to more diverse constraints such as the
need to start/end the tour itinerary at specific locations, complete the tour itinerary within
specific time limits or budget constraints, and other unique considerations.

3. Language Models and Tour Recommendation

Natural Language Processing (NLP) and particularly large language models have seen rapid
progress in recent years with developments ranging from word embedding techniques like
Word2Vec [4] and GloVe [5] to the more recent foundation models like BERT [6], GPT [7] and
their variants.



Word embedding techniques aim to find appropriate dense vector representation at the word
level, by using techniques such as the Continuous Bag of Words and Skip-gram Models that are
used in Word2Vec. Both model uses a simple neural network with a single hidden layer and
differ in terms of the task. Continuous Bag of Words is used to predict a single target word given
the context of its neighbouring words, where Skip-gram does the opposite and tries to predict
the neighbouring words that surround a given input word. Thereafter, the weights learned by
the hidden layer are used as the word embedding for the specific word, where the number of
neurons/nodes in the hidden layer corresponds to the dimension size of the word embedding.

Foundation models like BERT and GPT utilizes the transformer architecture with self-attention
and are now commonly used for many downstream NLP tasks from standard text classification
to text generation. Models like BERT and its variants uses a self-supervised approach to training
and typically use the Mask Language Modelling and Next Sentence Prediction tasks on top of
the Transformer architecture. Given a sentence, the Mask Language Modelling task involves
hiding a subset of words in the sentence and training the model to predict those words. For
Next Sentence Prediction, it is to predict the following sentence given the earlier sentence.

POI Embedding Models. Word embedding models have increasingly been used for generat-
ing POI embedding. To adapt language models for POI representation learning, the set of POIs
in a city can be treated as the vocabulary of words where each POI is akin to an individual word
or token. Similar to sentences in NLP, past itineraries or sequences of POI visits are used as a
proxy of sentences made up of a series of words. Thereafter, models such as Continuous Bag
of Words and Skip-gram are used to learn the vector representation of POIs. Similar models
and variants that are adapted for learning latent attributes relating to geographic and temporal
factors have been proposed in recent years [8, 9, 10].
Transformer-based Models. More recently, Transformer-based models have gained pop-

ularity for not just NLP tasks but increasingly for various types of next POI prediction and
tour itinerary recommendation tasks. Similarly, past itineraries comprising sequences of POI
visits can be modelled in the same context as sentences that are made up of a series of words.
For example, [11] used the BERT model trained on past POI visit sequences, coupled with an
iterative process for generating intermediate POIs for recommending tour itineraries. Others
like [12] have used Transformers for the POI recommendation problem with joint training on
the task of next POI prediction and queuing time prediction. More generally, Transformer-based
architectures have seen numerous applications for various sequence-related recommendation
tasks [13, 14, 15].

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the problem of tour itinerary recommendation and highlighted its
relation to both fields of OR and RS in its consideration of trip constraints and user-relevant
recommendation. Following which, we provided an overview of popular techniques used in a
variety of NLP tasks and discussed how these NLP techniques, such as word embedding and
Transformers, have been adapted to the tour itinerary recommendation task.
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